
Energy Code Marketing Plan for Idaho 
The following is a brief summary of a report prepared for the  

Bonneville Power Administration in January 2013 

This marketing plan is based upon a market assessment regarding 
communicating the value of energy codes to Idahoans. 

 
A market assessment was conducted in mid-2012 in Idaho to identify barriers and gauge perceptions relating to energy 
code adoption, compliance, enforcement and cost.   Online surveys were sent to city and county elected officials, 
building officials, architects and homeowners.  Builders declined survey participation after multiple attempts were made 
to include them; however, information noted below is based upon assessed builder concerns. 
 
This marketing plan serves as an outreach guide for overcoming the barriers to code acceptance that were indentified in 
the marketing assessment.  The most notable barriers were perceived cost and the learning curve associated with each 
code cycle.  This plan outlines how to reach a diverse range of Idaho stakeholders by communicating to each audience 
according to specified values.   
 
A number of reports and meetings were also referenced to develop this plan.  Sources include the Consumers Union, 
National Association of Homebuilders, Department of Energy, Idaho Building Code Board public hearings and others. 

This plan outlines 4 Strategies for overcoming the most significant barriers.   

1 Create a cost/benefit analysis that includes local research by Idaho builders, and communicate results.   

 

2 Address the learning curve associated with each code cycle by defining a detailed timeline and targeted education 

strategies for each audience—building officials, architects, builders and homeowners.     
 

3 Continue stakeholder meetings to foster a collaborative approach to code adoption, compliance and enforcement.   

 

4 Develop targeted outreach materials that speak to each audience’s values to overcome barriers to code acceptance 

and lead to more widespread awareness and understanding of the value of energy codes. 
 

The strategies are based on the assessed Audience Values of the following stakeholders in Idaho.   

Elected Officials prioritize protecting homeowners and ensuring quality construction. 
 

Building Officials  believe it is important that Idaho codes are consistent with a national standard. 
 

Architects  hope to reduce the need for new power plants in Idaho whose cost is passed on to ratepayers.   
 

Builders  are concerned about cost and the learning curve associated with each new code cycle. 
 

Homeowners  want comfortable homes that reduce energy use and protect them from high utility bills. 

 
The complete marketing plan is available at www.idahoenergycode.com 

Plan written by Sharon Grant (Eco Edge) with support from Ken Baker (K energy), Leon Duce (Association of Idaho Cities), Jennifer 
Pope (Idaho Office of Energy Resources) and Ron Whitney (Idaho Division of Building Safety). 


